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Abe Isoo and his 1905 US Baseball Tour: Japan’s First Overseas School 

Excursion for a Sporting Competition 

 

Abstract 

On 4 April 1905, during the Russo-Japanese War, Abe Isoo (1865-1949), the 

father of baseball in Japan, Christian intellectual, and professor of economics and 

political science at Waseda University, took his baseball players to the USA to 

play against American students and local players in California. Amidst the war and 

growing anti-Japanese sentiment in California, Abe realized his decade-long dream 

of participating in international athletic competitions in anticipation of such games 

contributing to the resolution of international conflicts without weapons. His two 

primary goals were that his students would experience ‘systematic scientific’ 

baseball on its home soil and that they would broaden their international 

perspective. The tour marked the first school excursion sent from Japan for an 

overseas sporting event and also initiated Japan into the arena of international 

sporting competitions. This paper focuses on Abe’s view of physical education as 

seen in his 1905 US tour (4 April-29 June 1905). 

 

Keywords: scientific baseball; international athletic competitions; physical 

education; team sports; anti-Japanese sentiment; the Russo-Japanese War 
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1. Abe’s 1905 US Baseball Tour: Japan’s First Overseas School Excursion for 

a Sporting Competition    

At the turn of the twentieth century in Japan, many intellectuals were dissatisfied 

with state-oriented education: ‘They hoped for a spiritual revolution that would go 

beyond institutional change and reform basic habits of thought and reshape patterns 

of behavior’ ([62], pp. 24-25, quoted in [37], p. 323). Abe Isoo is one such 

intellectual and believed in a liberal approach to education. He opposed all aspects 

of the state control on education: academic learning (chiiku), moral guidance 

(tokuiku), and physical training (taiiku), because it failed to instill in students a 

communal perspective to ‘prepare them for exigencies of the future, for their 

membership in a modern state’ ([37], p. 323).1 Officially returning to the Confucian 

principles to quell the moral uncertainty brought about by the swift Westernization, 

the Imperial Rescript on Education (1890) remained the educational guidance till the 

end of World War II. This paper focuses on his dissatisfaction with the Ministry of 

Education’s curricular activities and scholars who prioritized scholarly pursuit over 

physical training and did not value outdoor activities. By encouraging students to 

participate in competitive sports, then extracurricular activities, he hoped to instill 

in them team spirit and fair play, ‘a new behavior pattern,’ necessary for modern 

citizenship ([61], p. 161, quoted in [37], p. 466). Abe’s 1905 US baseball tour put 

his belief in physical education into action.  

 

Most studies about Abe’s 1905 American tour focus on its role as the forerunner in 

establishing the US-Japan baseball exchanges – diplomacy at the grassroots ([52], p. 

 
1 In 1901, Abe established with his colleagues the Social Democratic Party (hereafter 
referred to as the SDP), although it was disbanded shortly after. He is also regarded as the 
founding father of socialism in Japan. 
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10; [43], p. 62; [72], p. 165). Fitts claims that the tour was ‘the first foreign team’ to 

visit the USA and led to ‘the birth of Japanese American baseball,’ marking ‘the true 

beginnings of international baseball’ ([33], pp. 146, 157). Similarly, Shibazaki 

maintains that with the remarkable efforts of Abe Isoo, the tour initiated the ‘Seattle 

era’ in the US-Japan baseball connection ([67], pp. 7-8). Guthrie-Shimizu states that 

Waseda’s 1905 West Coast Expedition was a harbinger of future trends in Japanese 

organized baseball ([38], p. 89). Kimura considers Abe’s tour one of the four 

essential missions in the US-Japan diplomatic history for his leadership in 

establishing the US-Japan goodwill baseball exchange, the other three being the 

Japanese Embassy to the USA on Kanrinmaru (1860), the Iwakura Mission to the 

USA and Europe (1871-1873), and the 1909 Business Mission (Honorary 

Commercial Commissioners of Japan to the USA), organized by Shibusawa Eiichi 

(1840-1931) ([51], pp. 82-83). Apart from pioneering the US-Japan baseball 

connections, the baseball expedition also marked the first overseas school excursion 

for a sporting team from Japan ([28], pp. 58-59; [70], p. 33; [67], p. 10). This paper 

studies Abe’s view of physical education as seen on his US tour. 

 

Firstly, this study reviews briefly a history of physical education and baseball in 

Japan, leading to the trip and Abe’s physical education view. Secondly, it sheds light 

on the media reaction to the news of Waseda’s upcoming tour in Japan and the USA 

by examining publications by Abe and his student players and historical US 

newspapers about the expedition and the games held in California. Then, it focuses 

on Abe’s two goals of the school excursion by bringing to life: (1) Their hands-on 

experience of ‘systematic scientific’ baseball at Stanford University and other 

institutions; (2) Their first-hand observation of the world beyond home and school 
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boundaries, California (and Hawaii) amidst the anti-Japanese campaign, and Abe’s 

recommendations for easing the tension against his compatriots. This study will 

demonstrate that the tour reaffirmed his belief in competitive sports to facilitate 

opportunities to broaden students’ horizon beyond institutional confinements to 

prepare them as members of the international community.   

 

2. Abe Isoo, the ‘Father of Baseball’ in Japan   

Born in the declining days of the samurai class, Abe Isoo (1865-1949) received 

traditional and new (Western) education. In his early years, he studied at a local 

domain school and also practiced judō at his family’s dōjō (training hall), hoping 

to become a master one day. While he was studying later at Doshisha (the present 

Doshisha University), he became a Christian, and upon graduation, he worked as a 

pastor in Okayama. Through religious works, he gained an opportunity to study 

abroad at Hartford Theological Seminary in the USA (1891-1894). While living in 

the USA, he experienced modern sports himself and developed skill at playing 

tennis. On his way from the USA to Germany for further biblical study, he 

happened to read a newspaper article about the Oxford-Yale universities’ track 

meets in England. Amid the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), Abe was inspired by 

the thought that holding international sporting competitions could resolve conflicts 

among nations without an arms race ([26], p. 6, [24], pp. 199-201). The encounter 

with modern competitive sports impressed him profoundly and remained central in 

his thoughts. 

 

Abe returned to Japan during a surge of consolidation of the national spirit, which 

prevailed following the two decades of Westernization. While there was a strong 
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desire to maintain traditional elements, people also sought something to overcome 

their perceived ‘inferior’ status to foreigners.2 It was against the backdrop of the 

search for ‘something new and exciting,’ during this surge, when Abe saw, for the 

first time, students playing a baseball match at his alma mater, Doshisha. It 

convinced him that baseball would be ideal for international competitions between 

the USA and Japan, considering that both countries were in the Pacific basin. In 

1899, Abe took a teaching post at Tokyo Senmon Gakkō (which became Waseda 

University in 1902), one of the pioneering private institutions. The founders of 

Waseda and Keiō universities, Ōkuma Shigenobu (1838-1922) and Fukuzawa 

Yukichi (1835-1901), respectively, aspired to be free from governmental education 

guidelines (zaiya no seishin) and firmly believed in the importance of physical 

education. Apart from teaching political science at the institution, Abe managed 

the athletic department and organized, in 1901, a baseball club, appointing himself 

as manager. At that time, students at the First Higher School (Daiichi Kōtō Gakkō, 

commonly known as Ichikō), a preparatory school for Kaisei Gakkō (presently 

Tokyo University), dominated in baseball as their ‘elite sport.’ Abe did not agree 

with Ichikō’s tradition of strict self-discipline and striving for ‘winning at all costs’ 

and wanted to broaden baseball’s appeal at the grassroots. He thought that private 

institutions, such as Waseda, Gakushūin, and Keiō universities, which had a higher 

population of players, should take leadership ([36], p. 459; [56], p. 54).  

 

After the institution became a university, Abe’s club at Waseda received a steady 

flow of keen student players. Fred Merrifield, an American teacher at the Tokyo 

Gakuin College (now Kantō Gakuin) and a former baseball star at the University 

 
2 See the ‘Imbrie incident’ ([63], pp. 522-524).  
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of Chicago, became their instructor ([22], p. 5; [72], p. 157).3 As Blackwood points 

out, Abe did not set any rules to restrain the players, unlike Ichikō, and left them to 

‘make their independent efforts to create a good team atmosphere, conducive to 

learning’ ([31], p. 7). Abe promised his players that if they won all the games 

against Ichikō and other institutions, he would take them to the USA, the home of 

baseball. The excitement and hope of playing baseball on its home soil highly 

motivated them to work hard and quickly improve their skills. In 1904 Abe’s team 

won well-attended games against Ichikō, Gakushūin, and Keiō, thus, a new era 

(kyūkai no ishin) of transforming the elite governmental sport into a popular 

intercollegiate sport was born.4 Baseball remained almost exclusively a school 

sport for its first six decades (1873-1935) in Japan ([31], pp. 2-3).  

 

Amidst the Russo-Japanese war (1904-1905), Abe and his players, as the Japanese 

university baseball representative, left for San Francisco, where an anti-Japanese 

campaign prevailed. During the tour, the USA intervened as a peace go-between 

for both countries and ended the war with the Portsmouth Peace Treaty. Although 

Japan was recognized as a new member of the international community, Western 

powers gradually perceived Japan’s advancement towards China as a ‘threat.’ 

Despite the increasing agitation against the immigrants in California, the 

Americans were generally still positive towards the Japanese. Local spectators 

welcomed the squad, who competed in a total of twenty-six games (of which they 

 
3 It is believed that through their religious connections and love of the baseball game, Abe, 
a Unitarian pastor, met Merrifield, who was working on behalf of the American Baptist 
Foreign Mission Society ([44]). Abe’s encounter with Merrifield marked the beginning of 
Waseda’s long association with his alma mater in the USA. 
4 The Ichikō team was beaten first by Waseda, then two days later, by Keiō. The Ichikō’s 
domination was taken over by the new era of sōkeisen, a national championship rivalry by 
Waseda and Keio universities. 
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won seven), not only against teams of university students but also professors, and 

army, navy, municipal, and even semi-professional players. Abe’s students were 

impressed that the national sport was prominent throughout American society, with 

players from all walks of life. Upon returning home, Abe and his players 

disseminated their experience of ‘systematic scientific’ baseball by publishing and 

demonstrating skills and new equipment at schools and local communities. The 

latest information from the USA, the essence of organized competitive sports, 

caught the imagination of many enthusiasts back home and contributed to swiftly 

modernizing and popularising baseball – then still in its infancy. Subsequently, 

under Abe’s guidance, his students played a vital role in establishing the first 

professional team (1921) and league (1936) in Japan ([4], pp. 288-289; [36], p. 

459; [56], p. 54; [50], pp. 121, 125).  

 

3. Historical Background of Physical Education and Baseball in Japan   

As the country emerged in the international community in the late nineteenth century 

and the Japanese saw foreign residents playing ball games in extraterritorial port 

cities such as Kobe and Yokohama, they became concerned about their physique 

and physical strength compared to Westerners ([45], p. 20; [66], p. 7). Under the 

slogan of fukoku kyōhei (enrich the nation and strengthen the army), the Meiji 

government continued European-style calisthenics such as Swedish gymnastics 

(Suēden taisō) in school, which were introduced to the country in the late Edo period. 

By proclaiming the decree of Education Ordinance (1872), the Meiji Government 

included physical education – a new discipline generally referred to as taisō 

(gymnastics) in the school curriculum. In 1878 the government founded the National 

Institute of Gymnastics (Taisō Denshūjo, 1878) to train physical instructors at 
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primary schools. The first director of the Institute, Dr. George A. Leland (a graduate 

of Amhurst College), introduced light, standard, and heavy calisthenics, and 

‘outdoor activities’ (kōgai undō) such as football, baseball, and rowing, for primary 

schools. The latter remained as extracurricular athletics, a ‘subcategory of physical 

education,’ at the higher institutions and universities ([39], pp. 90-91).  

 

While Mori Arinori (1847-1889) was the Minister of Education (1885-1889), he 

fully supported physical training. He perceived that Japanese physique and strength 

were ‘inferior to Westerners.’ For building a modern nation, students should acquire 

knowledge and undertake rigorous physical exercise to develop physique and 

‘unshakeable inner strength.’ Unlike state scholars, who advocated Confucian 

doctrine in a modern state, he encouraged students to be engaged in physical training 

outdoors. A strong country needed ‘a new Japanese individual,’ not a subject but a 

citizen, who could accept ‘personal responsibility for the country’s fate.’ He 

included infantry-style drills, ‘military calisthenics’ (heishiki taisō), in ‘rank and 

file’ in all schools and teachers colleges ([57], p. 267; [60], pp. 89-90; [36], p. 455). 

He also introduced outdoor games (kōgai yūgi) such as obstacle races and tugs-of-

war. However, these exercises, an extension of paramilitary training, did not inspire 

students in higher institutions and universities to have ‘a serious appreciation of 

physical culture,’ or have thoughts of ‘improving their physical fitness’ ([39], p. 91; 

[63] pp. 514-516).  

 

While some scholars sought ways to incorporate physical training programs into the 

curriculum, others considered that the new discipline was for students who were not 
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suited to scholarly learning.5 At the height of the bunmei-kaika (civilization and 

enlightenment) movement, early Meiji educators prioritized academic learning over 

physical training. As Donald Roden points out, most scholars were ‘not at all 

convinced of the need for physical education in any form.’ The foreign teachers 

called the Japanese scholars’ attention to their students’ poor health in higher 

institutions, who often fell ill and needed outdoor exercise: ‘Long hours of book 

learning the “practical” subjects and the precepts of Confucian moral principles 

prepared students to pass exams but keeping them indoors sacrificed their well-

being’ ([63], p. 514). Their weakened physiques were like ‘fading candles by which 

they studied’ and spoke to their lack of ‘fire, energy, and manly independence’ ([36], 

p. 462; [63], pp. 514-515). Following the Sino-Japanese War, general concerns 

about physical fitness – perceived as inferior to Westerners – became profound. The 

inaugural issue of Undōkai (The Athletic World) (1897), the oldest sporting 

magazine in the country, confirmed it: ‘encourage physical education and activities 

to improve fitness and produce sturdier and more robust bodies in Japanese men’ 

([38], pp. 84-85).  

 

To inspire students in higher institutions to engage with physical activities, schools 

assigned instructors to organize extracurricular athletics such as football, baseball, 

rugby, and rowing. These activities were initially introduced by the foreign teachers, 

returning Japanese from overseas, and foreign residents in Kobe, Yokohama, and 

other port cities. Under the instructors’ guidance, teams of students trained for 

competitions. While ‘foreign games’ became popular among students, 

 
5 Miyake noted that physical education as a discipline was so new that there was not a 
translation for it and the Japanese adopted it by pronouncing it in Japanese as ‘fijikaru 
ejukēshon’ ([55], pp. 106-108). 
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extracurricular athletics also consisted of the new form of martial arts ([68], p. 83). 

Kanō Jigorō (1860-1938), of the Kōdōkan jūdō, modified and systematized kyūdō 

(archery), kendō (fencing), and jūdō to be practiced in schools and for competitions. 

In 1895, Dainippon Butokukai (Greater Japan Martial Virtue Association) was 

established to promote martial arts to consolidate national spirit and further 

encourage them. The difference between ‘foreign games’ and martial arts was that 

the former – spectator sports – emphasized organized team training for competitions. 

The latter required strict self-discipline and solitary individual training for one-on-

one matches. In effect, ‘foreign games’ were considered ‘entertainment,’ while 

martial arts involved traditional physical discipline for ‘fighting’ to win ([68], pp. 

82-83). At any rate, both remained as a subcategory of physical education 

throughout the late 1890s. 

 

‘Among modern competitive team sports, introduced in anticipation of 

encouraging students to improve their desired effect of fostering stamina & self-

discipline,’ Roden maintains, ‘baseball won the hearts of the student community’ 

at the turn of the twentieth century ([63], p. 517). Since 1873 when Horace Wilson 

and G.H. Mudgett introduced baseball to students at Kaisei Gakkō and Ichikō, the 

sport attracted many students. To justify playing baseball, a subcategory of 

physical education, at the governmental ‘elite’ institution amidst the ‘lack of 

general understanding for physical fitness and foreign games,’ the Ichikō team 

applied the rhetoric of bushidō, in line with ‘traditional’ Japanese practice ([31], p. 

3). The players understood that ‘victory was worth any cost and a loss indicated a 

lack of spirit’ and practiced ‘extreme self-discipline and dogged efforts’ ([50], pp. 
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90-91, quoted in [31], p. 5).6 It was this ‘elite ethos,’ Ichikō’s emphasis on strict 

discipline for winning, which Abe challenged, aiming to replace it with 

sportsmanship, including the concepts of fair play and team spirit. As the first team 

in Japan, Ichikō dominated school baseball during the first three decades until it 

was beaten by Abe’s team in 1904. 

 

4. Abe’s View of Physical Education  

While Japan advanced its nationalism and militarization policy at the turn of the 

twentieth century, Abe opposed the intensifying trend towards state-oriented 

education. The Public Order Police Law (Chian keisatsuhō, 1900) suppressed any 

political and trade organization against the government, including teachers’ unions. 

It made it unlawful to agitate against the imperial authority to which loyalty and 

filial piety with patriotic duty was to be directed. While the tension between Russia 

and Japan remained high, threatening a possible war over the territorial disputes in 

China, the state control penetrated further throughout the society, silencing freedom 

of speech and thought. During this backdrop of social and political unrest and 

increasing education control, Abe appointed himself as the athletic department 

manager and organized a baseball club at Tokyo Senmon Gakkō.  

 

Abe was dissatisfied with the physical education and moral inculcation propagated 

by the Ministry of Education. He argued that conventional forms of fitness 

exercise, paramilitary training, and martial arts emphasized strict self-discipline 

 
6 Roden maintains that ‘despite foreign provenance, baseball reputedly nourished 
traditional values of loyalty, honor, and courage and therefore symbolized the “new 
bushidō” spirit of the age’ ([63], p. 520). See detailed studies on bushidō baseball in 
Roden, Blackwood, and Guttman & Thompson, and also Denis Gainty, Martial Arts and 
the Body Politic in Meiji Japan (2013). 
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and individual courage and excellence in one-on-one contests (ikki’uchi). They 

failed to encourage students to participate in them proactively and foster 

sportsmanship – the spirit of fair play and a sense of collective achievement 

essential to modern citizenship. He also opposed scholars who prioritized 

academic learning over physical training. They did not value outdoor athletics, 

which would benefit students’ well-being and moral discipline. Over-emphasis on 

scholarly learning caused a fierce competition, keeping students indoors and 

apathetic towards outdoor activity. The teaching methods of moral guidance also 

troubled Abe. Book-learning of Confucian moral principles and feudal heroic 

deeds did not provide students with practical applications to modern life. It did not 

foster in them care for others, other than paternal obligations, nor encourage them 

to think independently ([27], 2-3; [37], p. 326). In short, students did not acquire 

social accountability in class and had little time left to play their favorite organized 

outdoor sports after school. 

 

Unlike most scholars, Abe advocated moral inculcation through playing sports. 

He argued, ‘while students gain knowledge in a classroom, they cultivate their 

character outdoors through the playing of sports’ ([26], p. 6; [36], p. 465). As 

Blackwood points out, Abe believed in ‘sports and its ability to build character,’ 

and that ‘the playing field is an important extension of the classroom’ ([31], p. 7). 

Abe strongly recommended that organized participatory sports, baseball 

particularly, be included in the school curriculum. To justify the ‘foreign games’ as 

an addition to the curricular activities, he stressed the benefit of baseball: ‘Not 

many sports have more advantage than baseball, which fosters attentiveness, team 

spirit, decision-making and does not require extreme physical exercise but only 
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short sprints.’ Thus, it would not affect students’ study and, unlike infantry-style 

drills, students were enthusiastic about organized games ([26], p. 6, [10], p. 19, [8], 

pp. 91-95; [33], p. 465; [37], p. 330). He reiterated the benefit that baseball 

engendered respect for others and taught students to cooperate and observe rules to 

achieve their mutual goals. Having acquired skills in modern competitive sports at 

Hartford Seminary, his viewpoint may have reflected, as Blackwood maintains, 

‘North American and English Christian thinking at the end of the 19th century’ 

([31], p. 7). 

 

In recommending baseball as a part of the school curriculum, Abe strongly 

disagreed with Ichikō’s tradition of ‘winning at any cost.’ He considered their 

obsession with winning a legacy of feudalism. Instead, he emphasized ‘the three 

virtues of baseball’: ‘wisdom, benevolence and valor’ ([24], p. 201; [50], p. 106; 

[66], p. 120; [31], p. 8), and anticipated cultivating ‘gentlemanly’ character in 

students through baseball: ‘It is no dishonor to lose, but it is unworthy to protest to 

the umpire or to make excuses for defeat’ ([24], p. 201; [39], p. 88).7 Abe did not 

oppose entirely traditional moral values per se but thought that team sports would 

help students overcome outdated mindsets and foster in them a cooperative spirit. 

As Powes maintains, Abe envisaged that through organized games the Japanese 

would foster a sense of ‘fair-play – a new behavior pattern – a change from a life 

governed by tradition and personal loyalty (ascribed value)’ ([61], p. 161, quoted 

in [36], p. 466). In Abe’s view, baseball games symbolized a ‘modernity’ that was 

 
7 Blackwood maintains that Abe assimilated baseball’s ‘chivalrous masculinity’ with 
traditional moral values: there was no important difference between the Anglo-American 
concept of fair play and the Japanese concept of bushidō. Abe’s belief is ‘closer to 19th-
century Western notions of amateurism, sportsmanship, and chivalrous masculinity than 
the samurai ethos of earlier centuries’ ([31], pp. 1, 8). 
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not traditionally Japanese ([63], p. 90). The more popular baseball became, the 

more people would become aware of the new notion – essential for modern 

citizenship. 

 

Hata Yoshie notes that Abe considered physical education ‘an opportunity to make 

students aware of their well-being and social relations’ ([42], p. 154; [36], p. 466). 

Abe argued that students need to acquire skills to maintain their physical fitness, 

care for others, and social awareness while still in school. Apart from organized 

sports, it was also vital to provide students with hands-on experience of class 

knowledge through outdoor activities, such as walking, picnicking, hiking, and 

field excursions. While sharing those outdoor activities with students, scholars’ 

deeds would be important in demonstrating the essence of moral teaching; ‘its 

ability to promote the spontaneous practice of one’s concept of good and facilitate 

people’s various beliefs and the actions that flow from them’ ([27], pp. 2-3; [37], p. 

326). Abe stressed that the principal goal of education was to closely link school 

and society and that school education meant a ‘commencement’ in the West, the 

foundation for life-long learning ([28], pp. 2, 58). Students in England and the 

USA divided their daily activities into three categories: study, sport, and social 

action. They were never over-burdened with studies, thus maintaining a right 

balance of the three and continuing at their own pace of learning, even after 

leaving school ([7], p. 21). Abe considered it imperative to readjust the educational 

objectives to include a communal perspective and social accountability in the 

curriculum. As we will see, Abe put his belief into action on the US tour that 

students needed hands-on experience in international competitions to increase their 

self-esteem and sportsmanship. 
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5. A Unique and Exciting Lecturer at Waseda University, and Abe’s ‘Insane 

Dream’ 

Abe believed that on the school excursions to sporting events it would be most 

beneficial for his players to experience at first-hand the ‘systematic scientific’ 

baseball on its home soil, and to understand the USA’s current affairs, in which their 

compatriots faced racial issues. Despite receiving criticism for going overseas for a 

sporting event amidst the state emergency, Abe realized his dream of participating 

in international sporting games with the support of Count Ōkuma Shigenobu (1838-

1922), a former politician and the founder of Waseda University. Ōkuma considered 

the US-Japan relations vital in light of the war with Russia and prevailing anti-

Japanese tension in California ([4], p. 271; [59], pp. 282, 284). Fitts notes Abe’s 

determination: 

 

Harkening back to the Oxford-Yale track and field competition of 1894, Abe 

argued that the tour would strengthen ties with the United States through the 

mutual love of sport and fair play. The Americans would be impressed that 

Japan was confident enough to sponsor a sporting event in the midst of a major 

conflict. ([33], p. 144) 

 

One of Abe’s former student players confirms that Ōkuma’s approval of Abe’s 

proposal carried weight: ‘Students should do what they have to do. Many other 

people can fight against Russia. Who can prevent the students from going abroad 

to enrich their knowledge?’ ([70], p. 34; [67], p. 12). Without Ōkuma’s 

understanding and the institutional enthusiasm for physical education, and the 

already established trend in the West, Abe believed that people would have 
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ridiculed the tour as an ‘insane dream’ – a school excursion to play baseball 

overseas amidst increasing tensions at home and abroad ([20], p. 3, [4], p. 34; [67], 

p. 11). 

 

Abe’s students were enthusiastic about going abroad for the overseas baseball tour, 

but it was not known about amongst the general public. Another former student 

player, the older brother of a current member, described Abe’s ‘extraordinary’ 

attributes:  

 

The head of the athletic department, lecturer Abe, is unique and exciting. He loves 

baseball more than anything, even the tennis in which he is fluent. He trains hard 

with the students and assists them with whatever they need. His proposal for the 

tour has attracted the players, Count Ōkuma Shigenobu, Vice-Chancellor Dr. 

Hatoyama Kazuo (1856-1911), and the faculty members. They have been pleased 

with the team getting stronger against other teams and making the athletics 

department popular. ([59], p. 282)  

 

Abe’s overseas experience and enthusiasm about modern competitive sports were 

advantageous in developing athletic activities at Waseda, having already made 

both the institution and the players fully supportive of the tour.  

 

Contrary to the institutional enthusiasm about Abe’s tour, the ‘insane dream’ of a 

school excursion for overseas sporting events generated almost no interest among 

newspaper reporters in Japan. Except for the Hōchi Shinbun (Daily Newspaper); 

and another paper that asked Abe for only the winning reports of upcoming 
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competitions: ‘No need on losing ones.’ Abe’s players found out about the 

excitement surrounding their forthcoming ‘spectacular games at Stanford 

University’ through the Californian newspapers. By reading the San Francisco 

Herald, the players learned about the extraordinary curiosity and admiration for the 

Waseda team’s determination to carry out the tour despite the state emergency. 

They were also surprised at an anachronistic cartoon in the Zeinter Ocean, a 

Chicago-based newspaper, depicting Japanese players wearing hakama (a kind of 

traditional pants) and geta (wooden clogs) playing baseball (see Appendix). They 

were anxious to demonstrate to the American people that baseball had a strong 

presence in Japan and that Japanese people were enthusiastic about the sport ([59], 

pp. 281-282, 284).8 Such determination may well reflect Abe’s hope that his 

students would become aware of the world beyond home and school boundaries 

and their responsibility to represent intercollegiate teams in Japan.  

 

Amidst the ever-increasing tension at their destination, the 18,000-ton steamer S.S. 

Korea, with the ‘unusual passengers’ in school uniform among many immigrants 

on board, set sail at 3 pm on 4 April 1905 from Yokohama for San Francisco (via 

Hawaii). Abe’s supporter, Merrifield, noted, ‘there seems to be nothing that these 

people cannot do if they set their minds to it,’ and that the departure of the Waseda 

team for America marked the ‘beginning of a new era in the athletics of Japan’ 

([53], p. 4). 

 
8 Abe encouraged his players to be proactive in experiencing anything new and helped 
them to familiarize themselves with spoken English, table manners, and American trends 
for hairstyle, grooming, and appearances. During the tour, Abe kept Tokyo Asahi Shinbun 
reporters posted about his trip. His twenty reports were published from 9 May to 8 July 
1905. Concerning the lack of Japanese media’s interest in international relations and 
journalism, Kawakami Kiyoshi (1873-1949), a prominent journalist for the Yorozu Chōhō 
(Complete Morning Report) and one of Abe’s former comrades in establishing the SDP, 
then living in California, had already voiced his concern ([35], p. 178). 
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6. ‘Inter-Collegiate Baseball Games at Stanford University’: Media Reaction 

in the USA 

In contrast to almost no interest by the media in Japan, the upcoming US-Japan 

baseball games was sensational news in the USA. Well over seventy newspapers 

across the country reported daily about the first baseball expedition from overseas, 

not only in California and Hawaii but also on the East Coast, in Chicago and New 

York ([59], p. 284). Most Americans did not know that the Japanese played 

baseball in their country. The Sporting News, for example, had not carried a single 

article about baseball in Japan before 1905 ([33], p. 146). On 30 November 1904, 

the San Francisco Chronicle and San Francisco Call, capitalist-owned newspapers 

and typically critical of the Japanese immigrants, competed to report upcoming 

intercollegiate baseball matches:  

 

A letter has been received from Iso [sic] Abe, superintendent of the athletic 

department of the Waseda University of Japan, expressing a desire to arrange an 

international baseball match between Stanford and the Japanese university. 

Waseda University won an intercollegiate championship of Japan and is 

represented by a strong team ([48], p. 7). 

 

On 24 February 1905, the San Francisco Call reported that Manager Barrett of 

Stanford concluded arrangements with the baseball team of Waseda University for 

a series of international games: ‘The fact that there is a great war going on in their 

country does not prevent the Japanese from the enjoyment of their sports’ ([49], p. 

6). Thus, before they arrived in the USA, San Francisco Chronicle and San 

Francisco Call reporters were keen to learn about Abe’s upcoming tour. 
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Upon the early-morning arrival of the S.S. Korea in San Francisco on 20 April 

1905, the reporters on the local newspapers rushed onboard even before Abe’s 

squad could land. When the team arrived at St Francis Hotel, Abe received non-

stop visits, ranging from sports reporters to railway employees and baseball 

equipment salespeople, and had many photos taken. He was amazed at the 

attention and enthusiasm they received that day ([23], p. 212). However, the local 

press did not report on the Japanese university representatives who traveled in first 

class, even though they wanted to meet the squad. Instead the San Francisco 

Chronicle (21 April 1905) focused on the 717 Japanese immigrants ‘swarming on 

the lower decks of the liner Korea, arriving from the Orient and Hawaii’ ([33], p. 

147; [67], p. 14). As Fitts notes, only the San Francisco Call, on the 21 April 1905, 

reported somewhat favorably on the delegates, in contrast to their usual criticism 

of Japanese immigrants: ‘The Waseda ball team is compact and sturdy looking, … 

the men are far above the average Japanese in height and are possessed of more 

good looks than falls to the lot of the ordinary Jap’ ([33], p. 146). 

 

Despite their racial slur, the newspaper reporters gradually changed their tone and 

the negativity in their coverage of Abe’s squad. On 21 April 1905, no sooner had 

Abe’s players started practicing at the Stanford University ground, than the press 

in the Bay Area competed to cover their daily practice. Students and professors 

gathered to watch them train. Americans and Japanese immigrants living in 

California were curious to see the Japanese university baseball representatives, 

who were acquiring skills in the American national sport. The players were 

amazed by the immense campus – roughly six times the field for military drills in 
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Aoyama renpeijō (currently Jingū gaien) – which contained visitors’ stands and a 

church, and which could accommodate 3,000 people ([23], pp. 216-221, [18], p. 3). 

The lively applause and cheers from the spectators overwhelmed Abe’s squad. On 

23 April 1905, the San Francisco Chronicle, which earlier focused on the 

‘swarming immigrants,’ reported that ‘the men worked hard, accepting all chances 

and their work was as good as had been seen on the Stanford diamond this season’ 

([33], p. 156).9 They even covered Abe’s purpose of the tour, noting that ‘his team 

did not expect winning victories, but [to] inaugurate international athletics with 

this country’ ([67], p. 18). Previously unheard of, Abe’s ‘insane dream’ of holding 

intercollegiate baseball games on its home soil caught much more attention by 

media reporters in the USA, unlike in the Japanese media. 

 

7. ‘Woefully Weak’ Physique and Endurance of the Waseda Team and 

‘Systematic Scientific’ Baseball at Stanford University 

One of Abe’s goals of the US baseball tour was for his students to experience 

‘systematic scientific’ baseball on its home soil and to heighten their self-esteem 

and sportsmanship. Throughout the tour, Abe left the players to maintain good 

teamwork at their instigation, a chance to put their daily practice (heiso no shūren) 

into action. By traveling and living as a team through California by railway, Abe 

anticipated that they would strengthen the fair-play spirit and observe self-

discipline to perform their best as Japanese university representatives. He 

instructed them not to indulge in the luxuries they would experience during the 

 
9 Also, see [73]; [10], p. 19, [13], [14], [16] & [21], p. 3). During the expedition, Abe’s 
squad was annoyed by the children of destitute people, who continuously stole their 
baseball equipment. Despite the team being vigilant, the children were too quick and 
pinched numerous balls, mitts, gloves, shoes, caps, and other newly purchased items ([23], 
pp. 209-211). 
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tour and be mindful of readjusting back into their humble lives upon returning 

home. The squad stayed in a first-class cabin onboard S.S. Korea, which allowed 

them to practice their baseball skills during the long voyage. Abe was pleased with 

those who were proactive in practicing English on Western passengers during the 

voyage and could converse with local Americans immediately upon landing and 

beyond ([24], p. 209).10 

 

To aid recovery from their trip upon arrival in San Francisco, they stayed overnight 

in a first-class hotel, which was a far cry from their typical boarding house ([10], 

pp. 12-17, [24], p. 209). During the first three weeks of the tour (from 21 April to 

13 May 1905), Abe’s team stayed in a small village in Palo Alto, about one hour 

by train from San Francisco, away from the heated anti-Japanese agitation in the 

cities. They rented two houses, which the team shared, hired a Japanese chef, had 

their meals together, and went out for games. During the latter half of the tour, the 

squad moved to southern California and continued traveling to games through Los 

Angeles, Bakersfield, and Fresno ([23], p. 229; [69], p. 11).11 

 

Abe chose Stanford University, where many Japanese students were studying at 

that time, anticipating its positive response from Professor Jordan by asking for 

only two-thirds of the gate receipts of games. The encounter with [both] local and 

Japanese students on campus would also cultivate in Abe’s players a sense of 

 
10 Abe was disappointed with some players who were rather passive and often 
stayed in their cabins reading Japanese novels and playing Japanese board games. 
11 Abe was hoping to go to the East for more games but because it was during the summer 
break, he received a reply only from Cornell University and decided to travel to southern 
California instead, and return home from Seattle ([11], p. 4). During the voyage home, 
Abe was impressed that his players had close-cropped hair to ready themselves to go back 
to school, without having to be told by anyone, despite their attempts until then to style 
their hair in an American way. 
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intercollegiate friendship and study abroad. Abe expressed his aspirations of the 

tour’s educational benefit in a speech entitled ‘Education in Japan’ at Stanford 

University on 28 April 1905, a day before the first game ([23], p. 216):  

 

Baseball is fast becoming the national game of Japan, if we may call a game 

national. It took four long years to develop our team, but I believe that it has 

been worth the trouble. We are not here to win games but to learn to play 

baseball as people do in America. And it is not in baseball only that this trip 

should be a help to our men. It will broaden their views and help them to a 

better understanding of the world, and I expect they will gain from it far more 

than they put into it. ([64], p. 6) 

 

Abe strongly believed that education should prepare students for future 

commitments with the broader world – beyond school and home boundaries – and 

that overseas sporting competitions would be ideal for facilitating potential 

opportunities. 

 

Abe instructed his players to perform at their best as representatives of Japanese 

university teams even though they might lose throughout the tour ([10], pp. 9-18, 

[24], p. 209; [59], p. 282). The first two games at Stanford University revealed the 

‘woefully weak with the willow’ physique and endurance of the Waseda team, 

beaten by 9:1 and 3:1, respectively ([33], pp. 149-150, 154-155). They were ‘weakest 

at the bat, being unable to connect with the curve ball’ which was developed to the 

highest stage in the USA ([44]). Abe attributed their disadvantage to the fact that 

his players were still recovering from the long voyage. Also, unlike the opposing 
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team, they did not have a professional coach who could train them and update their 

skills in real time ([15], p. 5, [16], [19], p. 3). However, Abe’s players were 

‘speedy and fearless base-running and fielding,’ and Abe was pleased with their 

attitude to the contests regardless of any adversity they faced ([24], p. 210).12 

 

Abe’s squad studied the ‘systematic scientific skills,’ demonstrated by the 

American opponents at Stanford. To maximize their training efficiency, the other 

team set a comprehensive list of skills to practice systematically for no more than a 

few hours each day. The players refrained from training when they suffered any 

shoulder aches, and the club had several pitchers – essential for the team – to 

minimize the pressure of pitching. After training, they kept their shoulders warm 

by wearing a muffler or sweater, proper care of their shoulders was important for 

the whole team. This was a stark contrast to the conventional practice back home; 

players endured, as self-discipline, long hours of daily training, wore only shirts 

even during the middle of winter, and practiced irrespective of their shoulder aches 

([40], pp. 288-289, [41], pp. 254-255; [3], pp. 220-221). Most important of all, 

their opponents’ open-mindedness about game results and their sportsmanship 

impressed the squad. Abe and Hashido admired it, ‘just like straight cedar trees,’ 

attributes which would take many decades for Japanese players to emulate, ‘even if 

they could master scientific skills within the coming years’ ([10], pp. 14-15, 18, 

[25], p. 10; [40], pp. 288-289, [41], pp. 254-255; [37], p. 324).  

 

 
12 Abe’s players’ skills surprised spectators and newspaper reporters. A former Major 
League star, Bill Lange, noted in the Seattle Daily Times (21 May 1905): ‘The Japs 
surprised me. I had heard they could play the game some, but I had no idea that they were 
as good as they were’ ([33], p. 154). On 13 May 1905, Bill Lange umpired the seventh 
game against the Presidio Army Team, which won over the Waseda team, 7:5.  
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Although their skills did not yet match their opponents’, the local newspapers 

reported favorably on Abe’s squad for practicing self-discipline. The Los Angeles 

Examiner (18 May 1905) defended Abe’s squad while local teams taunted them 

with loud chanting and jeering: ‘Howling of the High School rooters was very un-

sportsmanlike, considering that the Japanese players are from a foreign nation on a 

friendly visit’ ([34] quoted in [33], p. 150). The Los Angeles Times (22 May 1905) 

reported on the game against the Pacific Railroad in Santa Monica, when Abe’s 

players were beaten yet played with great effort to the end: ‘most Americans in the 

bleachers seemed to lend their sympathies to the brown men. Their sportsmanlike 

game seemed to appeal to them’ ([65] quoted in [33], pp. 150, 156). When the 

squad won the game against the students of Sherman Institute by 12:7, Sporting 

Life (10 June) reported that it marked an ‘epoch in the history’ of the US national 

game. For the first time, teams from two races played a sport, ‘heretofore 

distinctively that of the white man.’ Fitts illustrates the significant shift in the tone 

of the coverage in the Los Angeles Examiner. He compares its earlier cartoon 

caricature, on 16 May 1905 ([47]), with the image of 21 May 1905 ([58]), which 

depicted three players from both ethnic teams and treated them as ‘named 

individuals rather than stereotypes’ (see Appendix). Fitts notes that ‘All 

newspapers agreed that it was a sensational game and the visiting Japanese slowly 

gained respect.’13 In comparison to the anachronistic cartoon in the Zeinter Ocean 

(see Appendix), these two illustrations suggest a change in the American reporters’ 

views and their increasing awareness of Japanese enthusiasm about baseball. This 

 
13 However, Fitts also notes that the owner of both the San Francisco Examiner and Los 
Angeles Examiner was soon to be at the forefront of the anti-Japanese immigration 
movement ([33], pp. 147, 152-154). 
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suggests that Abe’s players accomplished their goal of demonstrating baseball’s 

strong presence in Japan.  

 

At Stanford University, Professor Jordan’s accounts of physical education in 

Japanese schools brought Abe from his ‘insane dream’ back to down-to-earth reality 

at home. The professor had visited Japan a few years earlier and thought:  

 

It seems physical education classes in Japan are still at a very early stage and 

need vast improvement. They need to be structured to encourage students to 

participate in physical exercises proactively. My concern is not only that, but 

why Japanese teachers don’t exercise? ([17], p. 3; quote translated by the 

author) 

 

‘I could not even utter a word,’ Abe recalled, in response to Professor Jordan’s 

comment ([17], p. 3). It was an eye-opening moment for Abe as it echoed his 

concerns about physical education in Japan.  

 

Abe saw a confirmation of his thoughts on physical education in Professor Jordan. 

At almost sixty years of age, he still represented the faculty team and played the 

sport with students ([24], pp. 199-201; [36], p. 466).14 He established the 

institutional trend whereby professors held a baseball contest with students at 

every graduation, and Professor Jordan encouraged the community to enjoy 

 
14 Abe was amazed that educational institutions were proactive with physical activities and 
that academics, including Professors Jordan at Stanford and Gates at Pomona universities, 
enthusiastically played baseball and tennis, respectively, and challenged students with 
games ([11], p. 4). 
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baseball games. While the squad was at Stanford, he organized a game against the 

municipal Encina Club and the team of faculty Professors, which Abe’s team won 

by 5:3, and by 8:2, respectively ([23], p. 223, [17], p. 3, [2], p. 10, [10], pp. 14-15, 

18). The social bonds between school and the community gave Abe food for 

thought about the baseball culture. It proved important in closely linking students, 

scholars, and the community to thoroughly develop organized sports and physical 

education, both of which were in a formative stage in Japan. 

 

8. The World Beyond School and the Home Boundary: Current Affairs on 

the West Coast 

Abe’s other goal of the US baseball tour was to broaden students’ international 

perspective by first-hand observation of current affairs. Their destination, the West 

Coast (and a port of call in Hawaii), provided Abe’s squad with the reality of the 

racial issues their compatriots faced. Hawaii remained a popular destination for the 

Japanese since the first group of immigrants to the island (gan’nenmono) had left 

Japan in 1885, and direct maritime service from Japan commenced in 1886. After 

the island became a US territory in 1900, many Japanese immigrants in Hawaii 

moved to California. After the Asian Act of 1902 banned Chinese and Korean ‘cheap’ 

workers permanently from the West Coast, labor and racial issues shifted to the 

Japanese immigrants’ flux. The Union Labor Party (ULP) members propagated the 

anti-Japanese campaign supported by capitalist-owned newspapers ([2], pp. 70-73; 

[36], p. 459). In March 1905, only a month before Abe and the twelve students 

arrived, as Fitts points out, ‘the California Legislature passed an anti-Japanese 

resolution calling upon the US Congress’ to restrict Japanese immigrants ([33], p. 

145). The agitation reached a new phase in 1906 when they denied Japanese children 
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access to city schools in San Francisco, followed by the Gentlemen’s agreement in 

1907. When the squad visited amidst steadily intensifying agitation against their 

compatriots, the general public’s feeling towards the Japanese was still favorable. 

Although Abe lived on the East Coast in the USA, it was his first visit to the West 

Coast and the Japanese settlements in California and Hawaii.  

 

Unexpectedly, Abe’s squad discovered that local spectators were favorably disposed 

to them, unlike some newspaper reporters. The players such as Kōno Atsushi, the 

team’s only pitcher (for the entire club at Waseda), and Hashido Shin, the team’s 

shortstop and captain, regularly practiced English with Western passengers on board 

S.S. Korea, and became so fluent in English, that they were the top-rated players 

among spectators. Kōno attracted local spectators’ attention as ‘Iron Man Kōno,’ 

who pitched most of the twenty-six games with his slender arm.15 When Hashido 

replaced Kōno, who was suffering from shoulder aches at the games against 

California and Southern California universities, many spectators of all ages rushed 

to shake hands with him. Both institutions had more extensive stands than the ones 

at Stanford, and fans outnumbered and overwhelmed the players. Their support 

reached its peak in the wake of Japan’s victory in the Russo-Japanese War, followed 

by the US’s lead in peace negotiations for both countries. The spectators cheered the 

team on even when they made mistakes, calling out ‘don’t worry, Tōgō,’ ‘go all the 

way to Moscow,’ and loudly complained about perceived unfair umpire decisions 

 
15 When the squad watched a Pacific Coast League game between LA and Tacoma in Los 
Angeles, on 19 May 1905, Jim Morley, the manager of the Angels, approached them, 
asking if Kōno would pitch for the Angels. Fitts stresses that had Kōno accepted the offer, 
he would have been the first Japanese and Asian to play in an organized baseball game in 
the USA, and that Japanese players might have made their debut into the Major League 
decades earlier than they did ([33], pp. 154-155; [13], p. 3, [23], p. 222). 
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([40], pp. 290-291).16 The players appreciated that the love of the national sport 

penetrated throughout the community and fostered social bonds. The spectators’ 

enthusiasm and respect for the squad’s sportsmanship displayed a lack of racial 

discrimination.  

 

The most memorable experience during the tour, Abe recalled, came when the 

squad encountered the Japanese immigrants in California (and Hawaii). Abe was 

profoundly impressed upon first-hand observation of what the immigrants had 

achieved since settling there. With diligence and patience, the immigrants typically 

worked in local industries and contributed to the economy. To Abe’s surprise, they 

already had baseball clubs within their communities ([73]; [2], Preface; [67], p. 

29). Encouraged by his visit, they vigorously assisted him with negotiations for a 

smooth arrival, secured grounds for the players to practice at, and arranged 

sightseeing, and so forth. The squad visited the Golden Gate Bridge, the Columbia 

Theatre, and the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (held in Portland from 1 

June to mid-October,1905). The team was amazed at the ‘splendid stage’ of the 

Theatre and the Exposition’s illuminations. When the squad watched a professional 

baseball game between San Francisco and Oakland, they were amazed at the 

skillful defense. They saw the potential of professional teams, which charged 

admission fees at every game.17 They also visited the industrial areas where their 

compatriots worked and observed the petroleum well and vineyard, where 5,000 

 
16 On 14 May 1905, when the team had the game with the Vallejo semi-professional team 
in Paleo, Abe’s squad witnessed the disarming of a Russian warship at the Navy’s dock. 
The incident deeply moved Abe ([23], p. 223), whom Guthrie-Shimizu refers to as a 
‘known opponent of the War with Russia’ ([38], p. 89). His seminar at Southern California 
University, ‘Japan’s mission in the Far East,’ suggests Abe’s focus of interest in the new 
stage in the US-Japan relations and the rapidly changing world order ([46], p. 3). 
17 It is noteworthy that Kōno, Hashido, and Oshikawa took leadership in establishing the 
first professional team, the Nihon Undōkyōkai Team, in Japan in 1921 ([50], p. 130).  
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immigrants worked and harvested ([11], p. 4, [12], p. 4, [19], p. 3; [67], p. 17). Abe 

remarked that the settlements represented ‘A New Japan in North America’ 

(Hokubei no shin Nihon). 

  

Judging from his countrymen’s working conditions, Abe claimed that the notion 

that the cause of anti-Japanese sentiment derived from labor issues was incorrect. 

Earlier, onboard S.S. Korea, he learned that the immigrants from Hawaii were on 

contract by capitalist bosses in the USA. He noted, ‘Our countrymen are good at 

delicate manual works. Their employers prefer them to local Americans for jobs 

such as gently picking off fruits because they are more patient and suitable.’ Only 

about 60,000 Japanese, among a population of approximately 150 to 200 million in 

all, were engaged in growing fruits and vegetables. They worked in orchards where 

local Americans did not get involved. He noted the hypocrisy that, on the one 

hand, the employers continued to import Japanese laborers from Hawaii after they 

had excluded Chinese and Korean workers. On the other, their mouthpieces, such 

as the San Francisco Call and the Los Angeles Examiner, publicly opposed 

incoming Japanese workers. Thus, Abe argued that claims of immigrants stealing 

jobs from local Americans were unrealistic ([2], pp. 42-45, 72-73, 123-124). 

 

To abate anti-Japanese campaigns instigated by the local English newspapers, Abe 

recommended that the immigrants establish English presses to appeal against the 

criticism and to disseminate the reality of the Japanese farms and communities to 

their American readers ([19], p. 3, [2], pp. 42-45, 72-73, 123-124, 133).18 Abe 

 
18 Abe was not alone in envisaging English newspapers as the best tool to fight against the 
anti-Japanese campaign. Kawakami Kiyoshi, then involved with editing Shin Nihon (New 
Japan), a local Japanese newspaper in Seattle, attributed the agitation against the 
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further suggested that his countrymen initiate baseball games with local 

Americans. He noted that the baseball team in Fresno had a Native American 

pitcher, and the team in Tacoma had an African-American catcher:  

 

It will be ideal if the baseball clubs hold games with local American teams. Or 

our countrymen can join their organizations. Exceptional skills in sporting 

competitions are so essential that racial differences don’t seem to hinder skillful 

players’ pursuit. Wouldn’t it be fantastic if gifted players of our countrymen join 

American clubs? ([2], p. 114)19  

 

Abe envisaged that the immigrants would foster a communal perspective and 

develop social bonds by playing ball games with local Americans. Respect for 

‘new’ community members’ outstanding performance would not be affected by 

racial differences. As Kiku maintains, Abe considered baseball most effective to 

counter racial differences ([50], p. 107). 

 

9. Japan Competes in International Sporting Matches 

 
immigrants to the dearth of English publications on the aspirations of the ‘new Japan’ and 
its people. He published Japan and Japanese as Seen by Foreigners Before the Beginning 
of the Russo-Japanese War (1904) to rectify the situation. Furthermore, newspapers such 
as the Independent and the New York Times published his reports of the actual conditions 
on farms and establishments ([35], p. 182).  
19 (Quote translated by the author.) Abe’s contemporary, Okumura Takie (1865-1951), a 
graduate of Doshisha and Christian minister at Makiki Christian Church, Honolulu, also 
recommended baseball matches to the migrants. He founded, in 1899, a baseball team of 
the Americans of Japanese Ancestry (AJA) league, Excelsior. In 1905, it won the youth 
league championship [74]; [32]). Both Okumura and Abe were concerned that Japanese 
laborers would become addicted to gambling and prostitution after landing, suddenly 
dazzled by the ‘civilization’ and perceiving their lives as boring. Therefore, if the 
immigrants pursued their interest in the arts, music, or sports, they would appreciate their 
time more. At the same time, they could associate with local Americans and be less 
attracted by temptation ([2], pp. 105, 107-108, 123-124). 
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Abe considered it crucial to disseminate their experience to the grassroots to 

further develop competitive sports in Japan. Upon returning home, Abe organized 

at schools for his players to demonstrate their newly acquired ‘systematic scientific 

skills’ and baseball equipment ([67], p. 25). He published Yakyū an’nai (Guide to 

Baseball) for those who were not familiar with the sport, anticipating helping them 

understand and enjoy baseball, and thus, to promote baseball at the grassroots, both 

players and spectators ([9], p. 1). He also encouraged captain Hashido to publish 

Saishin yakyūjutsu (Recent Baseball Techniques, 1905), and all the players to 

contribute a chapter for Bēsubōru (Baseball, 1907). The reaction by ‘thousands of 

baseball players who eagerly awaited their return,’ was immediate and 

overwhelming. No sooner had captain Hashido’s subsequent publication, ‘Care for 

Shoulders,’ been published in Yorozu Chōhō, than athletes throughout Japan began 

proactively wearing a sweater to protect their shoulders. They practiced whatever 

he recommended and learned about professional baseball teams in the USA ([30], 

p. 32).  

 

In 1908, Abe, appointing himself as editor-in-chief of Waseda’s newly established 

journal entitled Undōsekai (Sports World), vigorously promoted modern 

competitive sports in schools and communities across the country. In Taiikudan 

(On Physical Education, 1908), lecture notes for students at Waseda University, 

called their attention to maintaining physical fitness as the foundation for scholarly 

learning.20 In 1911, Abe and his players, Oshikawa, Kōno, and Hashido played a 

vital role in defending baseball as school sports when the press controversy took 

place over ‘the evil influence of baseball’ on education: educators against baseball 

 
20 [5], Preface; Fujii Shigeichi, ed. 1908. Bēsubōru (Baseball), Tokyo: Saiunkaku. 
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called for terminating competitions for its ‘hindrance’ to academic pursuit. 

Contrary to the press’s intention, it triggered a promotion of baseball games across 

the country, both in schools and communities ([36], pp. 462-463).21 Also, in 1911, 

Abe supported Kanō Jigorō (1860-1938), Master of the Kōdōkan jūdo, to establish 

the first governing body for athletes, Dainippon Taiiku Kyōkai (Japan Amateur 

Athletic Association, JAAA). It aimed to encourage ‘national physical education 

(athletics),’ with an immediate goal of sending Japanese delegates to the 1912 

Stockholm Olympic Games ([1], p. 6). These last two were significant given the 

social unrest surrounding the High Treason Incident earlier in the year.22  While 

the government tightened its control over education and the freedom of speech and 

thought, Abe endeavoured to inspire people, with the hope of international sporting 

competitions, to not lose sight of what was possible beyond school and home 

boundaries. 

 

Abe’s US tour also encouraged many fellow players and institutions, even abroad, 

to follow suit. In 1908, US baseball teams began their Asian tours, and by 1937 

over 100 groups had crossed the Pacific ([67], p. 8; [33], pp. 141, 156-157). The 

 
21 In 1914, Osaka Asahi Shinbun organized the National Middle School (High School 
after WWII) Baseball Championship Tournament. Abe was pleased to see the Tokyo 
Big Six Baseball League (Tokyo rokudaigaku yakyū, 1925) and the Intercity Baseball 
Tournament (Toshi taikō yakyū taikai, 1927) established after the Waseda-Keio rivalry 
(Sōkeisen, 1903) was established, but they soon came to a standstill (1906). See [36], pp. 
462-463, for the development of baseball games after the incident. 
Roden points out that in the decade before World War I, the Ministry of Education 
implemented various recommendations by its Committee to Investigate Gymnastics 
and Games (Taisō Yūgi Torishirabe Iinkai, 1905) including that Western ballgames 
such as baseball and several martial arts be ‘a part of the regular middle-school 
curriculum and more than one-third of class time be devoted to them.’ Roden goes on 
to say that ‘ordinary school children began to participate in the sports that had been 
introduced earlier to the sons and daughters of the modernizing elite’ ([39], p. 95). 
22 See M. Gavin & B. Middleton, eds. 2013. Japan and the High Treason Incident, 
London: Routledge.  
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then mighty team, the Manchurian Club, toured in Japan and challenged the 

Waseda team in 1919. In 1925, Waseda invited the team from Merrifield’s alma 

mater, the University of Chicago, to Japan ([4], pp. 285, 294-296; [71], pp. 119-

120).23 Later in his life, Abe reflected that if the Russo-Japanese War represented a 

significant turning point in Japanese history, his 1905 US tour surely deserved 

special recognition in Japanese baseball history ([4], p. 285). While the country 

gained international recognition as a new competitor in the world of power 

politics, his tour opened up opportunities for Japanese athletes to compete in 

international sporting competitions. He had realized his decade-long dream of 

participating in intercollegiate games, through the school excursion, against all the 

odds in the early twentieth century. 

 

Conclusion 

A decade after Abe returned to Japan from overseas study, inspired by the 

international collegiate sporting competitions held in the UK amid the Sino-

Japanese War, he took his baseball players on the school excursion to the USA 

during the Russo-Japanese War. While the government advanced its nationalism 

and militarization policy, Abe was concerned about Japan’s standing in the 

international community. The state-oriented educational guidelines prevented 

people from being aware of the global expectations of the citizens of a modern 

state and did not prepare them for future commitments beyond school and home 

 
23 The Waseda team subsequently carried out four more US tours, in 1911, 1916, 1921, 
and 1927. Abe supported the last two and upon returning from the 1921 tour, he 
encouraged his players to publish a travelogue, Beikoku yakyū enseiki (US baseball tour), 
which was published by Hakubunkan. However, the manuscript was destroyed by the 
Great Kanto Earthquake in 1912 ([4], pp. 294-296; [71], pp. 119-120). 
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boundaries. Unlike the statesmen and scholars who looked inward to educate them, 

along with the moral values of the past, he envisaged physical education as a 

saviour to overcome the institutional confinements. He saw the potential in 

competitive sports to engender communal perspectives and social accountability, a 

different behavior pattern to the traditional paternal obligations. He was fortunate 

to work for one of the pioneering private institutions, away from the governmental 

guidelines, which was supportive of modern organized sports, to realize his 

decade-long dream of participating in international competitions. 

 

Abe’s 1905 baseball tour was an eye-opener for Abe and his players, learning far 

more than just about ‘systematic scientific’ baseball, but about the essence of 

organized competitive sports. On the home soil of baseball, the mutual love of 

sport closely linked the educational institutions and the communities. Stanford and 

other universities on the West Coast amply demonstrated that the national sport 

was prominent throughout American society and that the baseball culture was 

bridging school and community. Professor Jordan of Stanford University was 

exemplary in leading the institutional trend of scholars encouraging students to 

engage with sports and fostering mutual trust by playing games together, even 

beyond graduation. It showed up the tiny baseball population in Japan, which was 

almost exclusive to schools. It convinced Abe that social bonds would be essential 

to develop physical education and competitive sports in Japan. The educational 

objectives must embrace communal perspectives and a cooperative spirit – a 

different notion from the traditionally ascribed values – to inspire their countrymen 

in the international sporting world.  
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In light of the rapidly changing post-war world order led by the USA, and amidst 

the campaign against his countrymen, Abe became further aware of the need for 

preparing students for their future commitments in the broader world.  

The US media reaction to his tour was an indication that his countrymen and 

women back home needed to broaden their horizons from the feudal legacy to the 

world of sport and sportsmanship. Furthermore, his compatriots in the Japanese 

communities in California and Hawaii demonstrated this in their swift transition 

from feudal isolation. Having emerged from their traditional social boundaries, 

they were on the verge of taking citizenship in their ‘new homeland.’ Living in a 

multicultural and racially diverse society, they needed to communicate with local 

Americans proactively and express their aspirations as ‘new’ Japanese. Being on 

the home soil of baseball, they could readily initiate contact through the baseball 

matches and assert themselves through sportsmanship. Abe’s players proved that 

organized games were ideal for them to create relationships with local Americans; 

that outstanding performance did not racially discriminate, and that fair play and 

integrity could ease the tensions against the Japanese. 

 

In the area of international relations, Abe’s US tour did not resolve conflicts 

among the countries and the racial issues his compatriots were facing. From a 

domestic standpoint, it did not politically affect the institutional control of 

education. However, having achieved both goals, Abe further promoted organized 

sporting matches, including the 1912 Stockholm Olympic Games. Motivated by 

the tour’s ambition, Abe’s players were instrumental in disseminating his belief in 

competitive sports and developing baseball games well beyond graduation. His 

‘insane dream’ inspired people to spread their horizons to the broader world during 
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the social tension caused by nationalization and militarization. Players and 

institutions, home and abroad, followed suit and continued to be inspired by the 

‘unheard of international baseball matches.’ He realized his hope that the Japanese 

would feel a part of their membership in a modern state through the international 

sporting competitions and earn respect through sportsmanship.  

 

His goals underscore his thoughts that Japan needed to be acknowledged as a 

modern nation in the international community, but not to be isolated from it. That 

Japanese people needed to be educated for exigencies of the future without 

regressing to the feudal society from which they came. The tour reaffirmed his 

decade-long belief in modern competitive sports and is essential to understanding 

his ongoing commitment to advocating for international sporting events, both at 

the grassroots and the state level. This study anticipates that a broader audience – 

outside of the US-Japan baseball connections – will appreciate the tour’s 

significance in developing modern competitive sports and physical education in 

early twentieth-century Japan. Abe was one of the few intellectuals who could 

offer practical ideas for overcoming institutional confinements by promoting 

organized baseball games in schools and beyond – the father of baseball in Japan.   
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Appendix: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Zeinter Ocean (1904), cited in [59], p. 282. 
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Los Angeles Examiner on 21 May 1905. 
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